Background: Reduced reward learning might contribute to the onset and maintenance of major depressive disorder (MDD). In particular, the inability to utilize rewards to guide behavior is hypothesized to be associated with anhedonia, a core feature and potential trait marker of MDD. Few studies have investigated whether reduced reward learning normalizes with treatment and/or reward learning predicts clinical outcome. Our goal was to test whether MDD is characterized by reduced reward learning, especially in the presence of anhedonic symptoms, and to investigate the relationship between reward learning and MDD diagnosis after 8 weeks of treatment.
A nhedonia is a core feature and potential trait marker of major depressive disorder (MDD) (1, 2) . The presence of anhedonic symptoms has been found to predict poor treatment outcome in MDD (3) . However, the precise mechanisms underlying anhedonia in MDD remains poorly understood. Clinical and neurobiological studies over the past 10 years suggest that anhedonia is not a monolithic phenomenon but can be parsed in 1) a reduction in experienced pleasure (liking reward), 2) a dysfunction in the approach-related system subserving motivated behavior (wanting reward), and/or 3) disrupted reward learning (4, 5) . In particular, evidence suggests that anhedonia in MDD is associated with an inability to respond to positive reinforcers, leading to abnormal reward-based decision making and impairment in goal-directed behaviour (6, 7) . For instance, depressed patients have shown a reduced ability to integrate previous reinforcements and modulate behavior accordingly (8, 9) , and several studies have described altered patterns of reinforcement-related decision making in depressed patients compared with control subjects (10, 11) . These behavioral abnormalities have been complemented by reports of dysfunctional activation in MDD within mesocorticolimbic regions critically implicated in reward processing (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) .
Despite compelling evidence indicating that MDD is characterized by reduced reward responsiveness, several important questions remain largely unanswered. First, it is unclear whether such dysfunctions are generally present in MDD or might be characteristic of patients reporting anhedonic symptoms in their daily life. Second, few studies have investigated whether blunted reward learning persists after treatment of MDD. Finally, little is known about whether blunted reward learning predicts a persisting MDD diagnosis despite treatments.
The goal of the current study was to address these gaps in the literature. Accordingly, we aimed to assess reward learning in a relatively large sample of treatment-seeking patients with MDD and investigate the association between anhedonia and reward learning within an depressed inpatient sample. In addition, we investigated the relationship between reward learning and clinical outcome after 8 weeks of treatment. To pursue these goals, we used a laboratorybased probabilistic reward task that objectively measures participants' ability to modulate behavior as a function of reward (17) . We hypothesize that, relative to control subjects, MDD inpatients would show reduced reward learning toward a more frequently rewarded stimulus, and patients with high anhedonic symptoms would show such dysfunction compared with less anhedonically depressed subjects. In addition, we expected that reduced reward learning would predict a persisting diagnosis of MDD after 8 weeks of treatment.
Methods and Materials Participants
Eighty-three patients meeting DSM-IV criteria for MDD were included. All patients were hospitalized at the University Psychiatric Center of the University of Leuven and were evaluated within their first week of admission. Participants with bipolar disorder, substance-related disorders, or any other unstable medical condition were excluded. Almost all patients had already started antidepressant treatment before admission. During follow-up, treatment was not standardized, and patients were treated with psychopharmacology and/or psychotherapy, as clinically appropriate. Sixty-eight healthy volunteers were included. Controls were matched by age and gender. Exclusion criteria for controls were as follows: any current or past psychiatric disorder, past mood disorder, or any other current unstable medical condition including thyroid problems. After 8 weeks, a follow-up session with clinical assessments and readministration of the reward task took place for the depressed group (control subjects were tested only at baseline). Participants signed an informed consent, and the study was approved by the local ethics committee.
Task and Procedures
Clinical Assessment. The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR (18) was used to ascertain whether patients met DSM-IV criteria for MDD. The 17-item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HDRS) (19) was used to assess depression severity. In addition, all participants completed the Snaith Hamilton Pleasure Scale (SHAPS) (20) . The SHAPS is a 14-item questionnaire designed to measure hedonic tone or its absence, anhedonia. Higher scores indicate higher anhedonic symptoms (21) .
Reward Task. We used a computerized reward-learning task rooted in signal detection theory that yields an objective measurement of participant's ability to modulate behavior as a function of rewards (6). The task was previously shown to have adequate test-retest reliability (17) , as well as convergent and predictive validity. Specifically, among nonclinical samples, reward learning in this task correlated negatively with selfreported anhedonic symptoms and predicted these symptoms 30 to 40 days later (17, 22) . In addition, the task was found to measure reward responsiveness objectively in healthy volunteers (6, 17) as well as in MDD (6, 23) and bipolar disorder patients (24). The task is described extensively in Pizzagalli et al. (17) .
Briefly, the task was presented on a 17-inch flat screen using E-prime software (version 1.2; Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). The task lasted approximately 25 minutes and included 300 trials, divided in 3 blocks of 100 trials, separated by two short breaks (30 sec). Each trial started with a fixation point, shown for 500 msec in the middle of the screen, which was replaced with a mouthless cartoon face. After 500 msec, a short (11.5 mm) or long (13 mm) mouth appeared for 100 msec (Figure 1 ). Participants were instructed to make a key response to identify which type of mouth had been presented.
In each block, both stimuli were shown an equal number of times, and a monetary reward feedback was given to approximately 40 correct answers. To induce a response bias, an asymmetrical reinforcer schedule was used, such as correct responses for 1 mouth (referred to as the "rich stimulus") were rewarded three times more frequently (30 vs. 10) than correct responses of the other mouth (referred to as the "lean stimulus"). The reinforcement allocation and key presses were randomized across subjects. Coupled with the small difference between mouth sizes and the brief stimulus exposure time (100 msec), the asymmetric reinforcement schedule reliably induces a response bias among healthy participants (25) . Before the task, participants received verbal and written instructions. It was emphasized that the main goal of the task was to win as much money as possible and the total amount of accumulated money (approximately 5 euros) would be handed out in cash at the end of the experiment. Participants were informed that not all correct responses would result in a monetary reward. However, it was emphasized that more correct identifications would result in more earnings. Because of the unequal frequency of reward feedback, participants with high reward responsiveness were expected to develop a response bias in favor of the rich stimulus. Subjects with low reward responsiveness were expected to develop a smaller or no bias. Participants were informed about the task contingencies and fully debriefed only at the end of the study.
Data Collection and Reduction
Before analyses, outlier responses were identified using a two-step procedure (17) : first trials with reaction time (RT) shorter than 150 msec or longer than 1500 msec were excluded; second, for each participant, trials with mean Ϯ 3 SD were excluded (after applying a log transformation to normalize RT distribution). Moreover, participants with more than 30 outlier trials were excluded from the analyses.
Task performance was assessed by analyzing two main variables: 1) discriminability (DIS), which is an index of participants' ability to perceptually distinguish between the two stimuli and is used as a proxy of task difficulty and 2) response bias (RB), which reflects participants' preference for the stimulus paired with more frequent rewards. RB toward the rich stimulus was used as a measure for reward learning (see formulas) and was our main behavioral variable of interest. To enable RB and DIS calculation in cases with zero in one cell of the formula, .5 was added to each cell in the matrix (6). 
Statistical Analysis
Analyses were performed with SAS version 9.2 (SAS institute, Cary, North Carolina). w 2 tests and unpaired t tests were run to examine group differences in sociodemographic and clinical variables. Several sets of analyses were performed to test the study hypotheses. First, to assess overall group differences in the reward task, separate mixed analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with Group (MDD, control) and Block (1, 2, or 3) as factors were performed for RB and DIS. Second, to test the hypothesis that high anhedonic MDD patients would specifically show blunted reward learning, mixed ANOVAs with MDD Subgroup (low-vs. high-anhedonic MDD) and Block as factors were run on RB and DIS. MDD subgroups were defined by using a median split of SHAPS score; patients with SHAPS scores above 7 were defined as "high anhedonic" and those with SHAPS £7 as "low anhedonic." This categorical approach was supplemented by complementary analyses in which anhedonic symptoms were considered as a continuum. Thus, Pearson correlations and hierarchical regression analyses were computed to evaluate the relation between SHAPS scores and RB. To directly assess overall reward-learning ability, a difference score (Dresponse bias) between RB over time was calculated (DRB 3-1 ¼ RB Block3 -RB Block1 ). Third, to evaluate whether treatment normalized reward-learning dysfunction, mixed ANOVAs on RB and DIS were performed comparing controls' baseline data and patients' follow-up data (after 8 weeks of treatment). Finally, a logistic regression analysis was performed to test whether baseline reward learning (DRB 3-1 ) predicted a persisting diagnosis of MDD after 8 weeks of treatment while controlling for depression severity at baseline. Throughout the ANOVAs, significant effects were followed up with one-way ANOVA entering Block (1, 2, or 3) as repeated measure for each group separately as well as post hoc Tukey-Kramer tests. The Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used when appropriate.
Results
Demographic and Clinical Data Eighty-three MDD patients and 68 control subjects were included. We excluded four MDD and 5 control subjects due to task noncompliance, leaving 79 patients and 63 control subjects for the analyses. Forty-four patients had high anhedonic symptoms (SHAPS Ͼ7), and 35 patients had low anhedonic symptoms (SHAPS £7). None of the control subjects had high anhedonic symptoms. Nineteen patients dropped out before the assessment at 8 weeks, so 60 patients completed the follow-up screening after 8 weeks. Sociodemographic and clinical information of the final sample are listed in Tables 1 through 3 .
As assessed by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM, 49.37% suffered from a comorbid anxiety disorder (33 patients with panic disorder and/or agoraphobia, 8 with social phobia, and 1 with obsessive-compulsive disorder). Patients with comorbid anxiety did not differ from those without anxiety with regards to age, gender ratio, HDRS scores, and SHAPS scores (all ps Ͼ .07). Furthermore, ANOVA analyses revealed no significant differences in RB and DIS between MDD patients with versus without anxiety comorbidity (all Fs Ͻ .36, all ps Ͼ .35). Age of onset and number of previous MDD episodes were not significant predictors of the overall response bias at baseline or after 8 weeks of treatment. Similarly, HDRS scores did not correlate with overall response bias at baseline. Moreover, ANOVA analysis showed no significant differences in task performance (both in RB and DIS) between MDD patients on selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI), or another psychopharmacologic treatment at baseline. Among the MDD sample, baseline HDRS and SHAPS scores were significantly correlated (Pearson r = .49, p Ͻ .0001).
Task Performance
Between Group (MDD, Control) Comparisons. The ANOVA on RB scores revealed a significant Group Â Block interaction [F(2,280) = 3.53, p = .03, e = .95], due to a reduced rewardlearning ability in MDD patients compared with controls ( Figure 2A ). Unpaired t tests showed that, relative to control subjects, MDD patients had significantly lower RB in Block 3 (t ¼ 2.45, p ¼ .01). Moreover, follow-up one-way ANOVAs showed that the control group had a significant increase of RB over time [ An analogous one-way ANOVA in the MDD group revealed no Block effect (p ¼ .55), indicating that patients failed to develop a response bias toward the rich stimulus.
When considering DIS, no significant effect emerged, suggesting that controls and MDD subjects performed equally well in discriminating the short from the long mouth (all Fs Ͻ .56, all ps Ͼ .55). Moreover, one-way ANOVA on DIS scores revealed no significant effect of Block for either groups (all Fs Ͻ .37, all ps Ͼ .67).
Within Depressed Group (Low Anhedonia, High Anhedonia) Comparisons at Baseline. With regard to RB, highanhedonic patients showed a significantly reduced reward learning over time compared with low-anhedonic patients [MDD Group Â Block interaction: F(2,152) ¼ 5.15, p ¼ .009, e ¼ .94; Figure 2C ]. Follow-up one-way ANOVA in the low-anhedonic patients revealed significant learning over time [Block effect: F(2,68) ¼ 3.34, p ¼ .046, e ¼ .93) due to higher RB in Block 2 relative to Block 1 (t ¼ 2.85, Adjp ¼ .02). In contrast, the main effect of Block was not significant in high-anhedonic patients, indicating blunted reward learning. Additionally, unpaired t tests in each Block showed a significant difference between high anhedonic group compared with control subjects in Block 2 (t ¼ 2.31, p ¼ .02) and Block 3 (t ¼ 2.76, p ¼ .007). Low-anhedonic patients did not differ from controls when comparing RB in each block. With regard to DIS, no significant effects emerged (all Fs Ͻ 1.63, psϾ .2), indicating that the two MDD subgroups found the task equally difficult. Similarly, one-way ANOVA on DIS scores revealed no significant effect over time for both depressed subgroups (all Fs Ͻ 1.86, ps Ͼ .17). We also found no group differences, for DIS scores between control subjects and low-as well as high-anhedonic patients (all Fs Ͻ 2.20, ps Ͼ .11).
As shown in Table 3 , low-and high-anhedonic patients were matched in their demographic variables, but the high-anhedonic group had more severe depression. To evaluate whether the reward-learning difference between the MDD subgroups was specifically related to anhedonia and not simply due to depression severity, we conducted a regression analysis (stepwise selection) of RB in Blocks 1, 2, and 3, as well as reward learning across the 300 trials (¼ RB Block3 Figure 2B ). After treatment, depressed patients showed a significant reward-learning effect [Block effect: F(2,118) ¼ 9.33, p ¼ .0002, e ¼ .97] due to a significant increase in RB from Block 1 to Block 2 and 3 (all Adj ps Ͻ .03). Similarly, no significant Group or Group Â Block effects emerged when comparing RB for the control group (assessed at baseline) with the high-and lowanhedonic groups at follow-up (all Fs Ͻ 1.82, all ps Ͼ .17).
For the low-anhedonic group, a Time (baseline, follow-up) Â Block ANOVA on RB revealed no significant Time effect. However, for the high-anhedonic group, the Time [F(2,76) ¼ 6.25, p ¼ .015, e ¼ .99] and Time * Block [F(2,152) ¼ 5.27, p ¼ .0061, e ¼ .99] effects were significant, due to increased RB after 8 weeks of treatment ( Figure 2D ).
Regarding DIS, Group Â Block ANOVAs on DIS scores at follow-up revealed no significant effect (all ps Ͼ .42).
Relationship Between Reward Learning and MDD Diagnosis After 8 weeks of Treatment. At the follow-up assessment after 8 weeks, 52.5% of patients were still diagnosed with MDD. A logistic regression model was run to predict the persisting diagnosis of MDD after 8 weeks of treatment (yes or no). The overall reward learning at baseline (calculated as RB Block3 -RB Block1 ) was entered as the independent variable in the model. Baseline HDRS scores, anxiety comorbidity, age, and gender were entered as covariates. Results indicated that reduced reward learning at baseline was a unique predictor of MDD diagnosis at 8 weeks (odds ratio ¼ 7.84, 95% confidence interval 1.17-52.42, p ¼ .03). These findings remained when correcting for the type of psychopharmacological treatment at week 8. The relationship between reward learning and MDD status after 8 weeks is summarized in Figure 3 .
Discussion
The overarching goal of this study was to test the hypotheses that patients with MDD-particularly those with high anhedonic symptoms-are characterized by an inability to adapt behavior as a function of rewards and reduced reward learning before treatment predicted a persisting diagnosis of MDD. Both hypotheses were confirmed. Specifically, using a probabilistic reward task that allowed us to assess reward learning objectively, we found that depressed patients showed a reduced ability to integrate reinforcement history over time compared with control subjects. Moreover, this difference was driven by patients with high-anhedonic symptoms. Depressed patients reporting highanhedonic symptoms showed more blunted reward learning compared with patients with less anhedonic symptoms. After 8 weeks of treatment, the reward-learning ability of the MDD group normalized to healthy control subjects' levels. Critically, and highlighting the specificity of the current findings, rewardlearning ability before treatment onset predicted a persisting diagnosis of MDD after 8 weeks, even after controlling for anxiety comorbidity and HDRS scores at time of inclusion.
Of note, our findings were not due to general impairment in task performance or difficulty, because we found no group differences in discriminability, indicating that reduced reward learning in the MDD sample was not associated with global cognitive deficits. Also, among the MDD group, discriminability scores at follow-up did not significantly change compared to baseline, suggesting there was no learning effect of the task.
Overall, our findings are in line with previous reports highlighting reduced reactivity (26) and attention (27) to positive stimuli, blunted reward-related decision making, as well as a failure to develop a reward bias in MDD (7, 28) . A blunted response to positive reinforcement probably represents a deficit in the approach-related system and may result in low motivational drive, reduced goal-directed behavior, and diminished engagement in pleasurable behavior and/or anhedonia, which are presumed to be important risk factors for MDD (29, 30) . Importantly, by showing that treatment normalizes blunted reward learning and a decreased ability to modulate behavior as a function of reward before treatment predicts the persistence of an MDD diagnosis, our findings extend these previous data in two critical ways.
Our findings that reward learning was most disrupted in MDD patients reporting elevated anhedonic symptoms is consistent with previous findings in clinical (6) and nonclinical (17, 31) studies reporting significant correlations between anhedonic symptoms and blunted reward learning in the same task and supports conceptualizations highlighting the need to identify more homogenous subgroups of patients that might be characterized by a distinct pathophysiology (32) . Of note, in our study, a relationship between anhedonic symptoms and reward learning emerged only over the first 200 trials, rather than the entire 300 trials. The reason for this difference between studies is not clear and warrants additional study.
In addition, our findings provide, we believe for the first time, direct evidence that reduced reward learning is predictive of a persisting diagnosis of MDD 8 weeks later, even when accounting for baseline depression severity and anxiety comorbidity. These data extend previous studies highlighting the predictive ability of positive affect for treatment outcome (4, 33) , residual symptoms (34, 35) , and course of illness (36) in depression. The fact that reward-learning deficits predicted treatment outcome is intriguing given that anhedonia is a particularly difficult symptom to treat with current pharmacotherapy (e.g., SSRIs) (37, 38) . There is some recent evidence on the influence of different antidepressant medication (e.g., SSRI, SNRI) on reward processing in the brain (39) (40) (41) . However, it has also been hypothesized that motivational and reward-related deficits are not adequately addressed in current treatment (42) , and neurobiological evidence is emerging on the involvement of a dopamine (DA) dysfunction in MDD (43, 44) . Notably, in a recent dynamic positron emission tomography study, we found that the development of a response bias in the task used in the current study was associated with dopamine release in extrastriatal dopaminergic regions in healthy volunteers (45) . Furthermore, a single dose of a DA agonist, hypothesized to activate DA autoreceptors and thus reduce DA release, blunted reward responsiveness (29) and altered reward-related dorsal anterior cingulate cortex activation (46) in healthy volunteers. Collectively, these findings raise the possibility that persistent MDD diagnosis is associated with reduced DA transmission.
This study had several limitations. First, MDD patients were recruited from different psychiatric wards in an academic hospital, and all depressed patients were medicated at the time of inclusion. Psycho(pharmaco)logic treatment was not standardized, and patients received treatment as clinically appropriate during follow-up. The fact that antidepressants potentially influence reward learning in a negative way and compliance is known to decrease during recovery of MDD, may have affected the results. Second, depression severity scores ranged broadly but, on average, HDRS scores at time of inclusion were moderate. This indicates that reduced reward sensitivity is not restricted to severe depression but is also relevant in mild to moderate MDD, replicating previous findings in unmedicated, nontreatment seeking MDD participants recruited from the community (6) . Future studies should evaluate the generalizability of our findings to more severe inpatient samples. Third, even though we attempted to take into account most relevant clinical differences between the high-and low-anhedonic subgroups, we realize that these control analyses are probably incomplete because of limitations of the rating scales and/or lack of sampling of other clinical features. Fourth, control subjects were not followed longitudinally. Although this was not essential to test our main hypothesis, the lack of a second assessment for control subjects prevented us from investigating potential learning effects. Fifth, only one type of incentive manipulation was used. Future studies should evaluate whether depressed patients also show deficits to other types of incentive learning (e.g., punishment feedback).
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